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Belsans is a Niche Natural Perfume 
brand that represents the purity and the 

magnificence of Nature. 

We create Natural Perfumes employing the 
ancient Art of Master perfumers with a 

sophisticated and modern style. 

We take care of every little detail to offer a 
unique and exquisite brand experience. 

We use the purest and most exclusive 
essential oils and extracts. 



 

# P  U  R  E          # N  A  T  U  R  A  L          # E  X  Q  U  I  S  I  T  E



LAURA GÁMEZ · CEO & Founder 

I have always been passionate about aromas and 
human nature… Belsans is the synergy of them. 

Coming from a psychologist background, and having 
a vocational passion about aromas, I decided to 
study Perfumery and I discovered wonderful natural 
ingredientes such as essential oils, extracts, 
mosses… 

I also learned the ancient Art of Master Perfumers 
and I started to create my own “aromatic melodies” 

I am guided by my natural intuition and so, after 
years of study, practice and enthusiasm, my lifelong 
dream has become my profession. 

I hope you enjoy as much as I do all these treasures 
of Nature. 



 



 

BLISS · CALM · CONFIDENCE · VITALITY 

100% Natural Perfume formulated with a perfectly 
balanced aromatic blend of pure essential oils and 

superb flower extracts in a base of organic 
Jojoba oil. 

Its aroma, formulated following the technique of 
natural perfumery, it envelops you with an aura of 

sophistication and natural beauty. 

Moreover, its benefits, based on the principles of 
Aromatherapy harmonizes your mood. 

An Aromablend is “a perfume with purpose”. 

Natural oil perfume 
12ml   ·   56€ 



B L I S S  

Bliss is a tribute to the “joie de vivre”, a celebration of joy … 

It´s like a blooming garden that embraces you awakening your enthusiasm and joy with its 
exquisite floral aroma and sweet fruity tones with a base of Iris,.  

Use BLISS and feel the joy of the pink Grapefruit, the sophisticated Rose and the delicacy of the 
Iris. Bliss is a romantic and exquisite perfume that enhances your natural beauty.  

Aromatic notes: 
Top: Red Mandarin · Pink Grapefruit · Sweet Orange                                                                   
Middle: Rose Centifolia · Jasmine Grandiflorum                                                                               
Base: Osmanthus · Iris  

C A L M  

Calm is serenity …  

A deep and warm aroma of wet soil with floral notes on its heart that helps you feel comfort and 
harmony.  

Use CALM and smell the delicate Ylang Ylang, blended with an exquisite Geranium. The base of 
Vetiver and Oakmoss it makes a very surprising perfume.  

Aromatic notes: 
Top: Juniper · Black Pepper                                                                                                                  
Middle: Geranium · Ylang Ylang                                                                                                         
Base: Oakmoss · Patchouli · Vetiver  



 
 

 

C O N F I D E N C E   

Confidence gives you presence, beauty, empowerment...  

Its sensual and intense aroma of Chypre floral it involves you in an aura of sophistication thanks 
to its exotic flower notes.  

Use CONFIDENCE and feel the sensuality of Patchouli and Sandalwood, and the delicacy of its 
heart of jasmine and Osmanthus. A sensual perfume that involves you.  

Aromatic notes: 
Top: Red Mandarin · Bergamot                                                                                                        
Middle: Clove · Jasmine · Osmanthus                                                                                                
Base: Sandalwood · Labdanum  

V I T A L I T Y 

Vitality is life, action, dynamism...  

Its fresh, spicy citrus aroma revitalizes and brings that extra energy and freshness that 
encourages you to go on.  

Use VITALITY and feel the Lime ś freshness, an exquisite Italian Bergamot and a special touch of 
exotic Verbena. Its spicy and sophisticated heart thank to the Cardamom and Coriander makes it 
a very special citrus perfume.  

Aromatic notes: 
Top: Bergamot · Coriander · Lime                                                                                                     
Middle: Cardamom · Litsea Cubeba                                                                                                   
Base: Frankincense Cartierii 



 

C O M I N G   S O O N



CITRUS · FLORAL · CHYPRE · FOUGERE 

100% Natural Perfume formulated with a perfectly 
balanced aromatic blend of pure essential oils and 
superb extracts in a base of organic grain alcohol. 

Its aroma, meticulously formulated following the 
traditional method of Master Perfumers, it envelops 

you with an aura of luxury and sophistication. 

Discover the “Olfactive Fragrance families”. 

Every perfume contains exotic ingredients sourced 
from around the world. 

Our Fragrant Lux Collection brings an exquisite 
and genuine journey. 

Natural eau de parfum 
30ml  



 

PLAZA MAYOR 2  ·  46470  ·  Catarroja (Valencia)  ·  Spain 

www.belsans.com   ·   info@belsans.com 
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